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Hello and welcome to the ‘Performers who Pivot - Into the

children’s activity sector,’ E-book. This book is for actors and

performers who are considering a pivot into the children’s

activity sector. Perhaps you work with children and want to

develop a flexible and rewarding career alongside your arts

career or perhaps you want to leave performing altogether

and grow a business that benefits from your skillset.

Wherever you are in your journey, my work helps the

performers who pivot. We got into the arts for a reason and I

believe the world absolutely can and will benefit from the

work you have put in so far, without you having to retrain in

something else completely. Arts Education is great because

of the impact it has on children and for those of you who are

still committed to nurturing an arts career, with work like this

you are ready for the job!  
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Introduction



A laptop or a computer.
Telephone provider
Internet provider
A music device
A speaker
Insurance
DBS check
Bookkeeping software such as
QuickBooks or FreshBooks (it’s
compulsory!)
Subscription to Jotform or form
software.
Subscription to YAMM
Subscription to Canva
Start-Up and Ongoing Business
Support
Uniform and Resources for Sessions
Branding & Design
Policy & Contract and marketing
templates
Your own Programmes
Weekly Class Lesson Plans

Here we will clarify the things you will
need to have in place to have an
established business in the children’s
activity sector.
We recommend the following as essential
equipment for your classes.
In most cases, you will need;

With an average of 52,000 performers in
the United Kingdom, more than 90% are
unemployed at any given time.

You can increase your earning
potential and use your skills to
energise the education system by
giving children a strong foundation in
their education. 

The necessary equipment
to build your children's
activity business 
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Let’s establish all the types of businesses, organizations, or people who would potentially

buy from you.

They may include:

• State Schools

• Private Schools

• SEN (Special Educational Needs) Schools

• Nurseries

• Preschools

• Children’s Centers

• Your local council via Children’s Services

• Parents and carers willing to join Independent

Classes

• Community Groups

• Playgroups

• Corporate Crèches

• After-School Clubs (with the school as the

client)

• After-School Clubs (with the parents as the

client)

Identifying where your
income will come from
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• Saturday Schools with parents and carers

as the client

• Extra Tuition Classes with parents and

carers as the client

• Extra tuition companies

• Online Classes with parents, carers, and

schools as the client

• Birthday Parties with parents and carers

as the client

• Events with parents and businesses as the

client

Make a list of your preferred target client.

About us: 
DramEd was first established with nurseries as the client but this eventually progressed into

children’s centres, schools, parties and events. 

 



Now this lesson isn't for everyone as many of you may be clear on your financial goals and what you are

setting out to achieve, but for those of you who would like more clarity, then this lesson is for you. 

Grab a pen and notebook

 It's time to get clear on the lifestyle you have set out to achieve!

Question 1:

How much have you spent on your training/ qualifications relevant to your industry over the years? It can

be any kind of training that would make you an expert in your field. 

Question 2:

How much has/will it cost you to get your business up and running? Include your investment in DramEd,

printing flyers, the time it takes for you do your admin (note this will get faster and you can also outsource

some tasks), additional t-shirts, your banners, and your website. 

The above two questions are to help be very clear that your service is worthy of a fee, you have done the

work!

Question 3:

Without judgment and self-doubt, consider how much your ideal lifestyle costs you or would cost you if

you could afford it. Be reasonable here, you may not want to jump to how much that yacht will cost just

yet. Although it’s good to bear in mind if that’s what you are working towards. How much does your

lifestyle cost you per month? 

In order to afford my ideal lifestyle, I would need to be making the following figure per month:

Clarifying your financial
goals
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Decide what your ideal work pattern looks like in your children’s activity business.

How many classes are you comfortable teaching per day?

How many children are you comfortable having in this class? I have up to 36 children in one nursery class

but for a long time, I was comfortable with no more than 20. However, as long as there are enough staff in

the classroom to support the children, I have found I can lead a class with more children. In my

afterschool clubs, I take no more than 16 children.

How much would it roughly cost you to run each DramEd class? Include your travel, insurance (divide by

12 if this is a yearly fee), subscriptions (remember to divide by 12 if they are yearly subscriptions), pension

and anything things else you need to run your classes.

Divide the amount you wish to earn per week by the number of classes you wish to teach per week. 

Write down the figure. 

Now add how much it costs for you to run that class to that figure. What does your fee per class look like? 

Ideal Work/Life Pattern
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Example: 

Ro (she/her), adds up the 30k student loan and the cost of the various acting courses she has taken over

the years, she estimates that money spent on her expertise is in the area of £50k which does not include

all the time spent reading books and works experience teaching and entertaining. She is worthy of being

paid well for the service she offers!

To get her business up and running she spends £3500 on the training up to become a DramEd Licensee,

she invests in branded uniforms and her own Bluetooth speaker, she already has her own laptop so adds

that to the above figure, which she rounds of to 5k.

She works out that, to date, she has spent in the region of 55k on her knowledge and experience. 

Next, she works out her living costs. Her rent and her bills come to £950 per month. She likes shopping,

eating out, and dance classes. This costs her £500 per month to comfortably have these. She wants to buy

her own home soon, take a few vacations per year, and save for her pension and a rainy day. She

concludes a comfortable take-home pay per month is £1,750. 

She is happy to run up to 6 classes per day, 4 days per week. That means she would be aiming to run 96

of her own classes per month. £1750 divided by 96 classes is £18 but we know from market rates that

would be underselling and she is yet to add the cost per class to this figure.

It costs her £10 in travel for the day, insurance per year was £110, her monthly Music subscription is

£10.99, her DramEd license fee is £35 per month. She calculates this rounded up cost per year and

divides it by 12. She then divides that figure by 96 classes per month. She gets a sum of £6 as a cost per

class and adds it to the £18 figure. We know from market rates that would be underselling and she is yet

to add the cost per class to this figure. 

Ideal Work/Life Pattern
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She knows already she will raise this fee and has the option of working less or earning more than what

she originally set out to earn. 

After she has done her market research on what nurseries pay per session in her area and what similar

activity providers charge per class she has set her fee to £50 per 30 minutes or £3 per child in a nursery

with a minimum of 20 children.

She decides to teach 3 classes per day, 4 days a week and turnover £2400 a month. With her expenses

deducted, she still profits with more than what she had originally set out to earn!

Personal note: 

A lot of professional performers work for £20-£25 per hour. This has been the rate for years and has not

increased with UK inflation. If you are not raising your prices with inflation, you are losing money. The cost

of living is rising so get comfortable with raising your prices.

Ideal Work/Life Pattern
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My children’s activity company, DramEd Ltd, was first developed with Nursery clients in mind as it was

nurseries and preschool education settings that first booked our sessions, and these are the clients that

bring in much of my earnings for the year as a DramEd Licensee. However, there is also a demand from

parents, so parent and toddler classes or independent classes as an activity for children booked by

parents is an option too. If you decide to build profitable classes by independently hiring a venue to sell

directly to the parents and carers of children under five, here are some tips to get you started. These are

also covered in the DramEd Licensee - Professional Development Facebook group.

Step 1: 

Find a list of venues where you would like to deliver your classes. Then, call these venues to ask whether

they would welcome the classes you are offering, and if so, what would be their rates? Some venues

charge different hire rates depending on the time of day, e.g. off-peak and busiest times. A good idea is to

decide how much you aim to make per session, which you should have more clarity on if you have

completed the exercise above.

Remember to do some market research! What are similar classes charging in your area? You can find this

out by visiting websites like www.clubhubuk.co.uk. The aim is not to be the cheapest class – as often your

rate reflects your value – but it’s a good idea to know what similar classes charge, as it gives you a sense of

the market.

Building classes in an independent
venue
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https://www.facebook.com/groups/276074030041719


Step 2: 

What times will you be running your classes? If the demand is there, you could run classes back to back

for Infants, Toddlers, and Preschoolers. Or you might want to start with a mixed age group, e.g. “Toddle Fit

- mixed age group.” The most common times to run your classes are morning sessions between 9:30-

11:00 AM and afternoons between 1:30-2:30 PM. Parents will let you know what does or doesn’t work.

Make sure you avoid lunchtime and school pickup.

Step 3: 

Secure your venue from a date that gives you enough time to market and promote your classes. You will

likely be asked for a deposit from the venue provider. You should aim to make that back with enough to

cover your expenses, pay, and profit. I recommend pulling a spreadsheet together to track everything and

get a feel for your budget, projections, forecast, and financial goals. 

Step 4: 

When your venue is secured, (hopefully with at least four weeks ahead of your launch unless you have the

clientele ready to start), you can begin promoting/marketing your class.
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Grab a pen and paper or complete the following questions in your notebook. 

• If you want to have highly profitable DramEd classes, you need to ask yourself how much you aim to earn

in the next year? 

• How many days a week can you run your classes?

• What is the time frame in which you can physically deliver your classes? Then, decide on how many

classes you think you can happily do per week.

• How many people can you have in your classes?

• Does your venue have a restriction?

• How many children are you comfortable teaching at any one time? How does this align with the parent

to child ratio recommended by the NSPCC

• How many resources/props do you have for children? 

Set your maximum capacity of children and make sure the overall amount of people in the space does not

exceed your venue’s capacity.

Once you have decided how many classes you will be having each week and know the venue’s rates, you

will learn how many tickets you are aiming to sell.

Market research: What do other local activity providers charge per child? Is there anything similar to you?

How would your classes differ? 

Play around with class rates. As a rule of thumb, you should aim to leave the class feeling valued for your

service.
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One of the things I love about my work with DramEd is that it has strong social aims and it's profitable.
For this reason, I recommend you explore what it means to be a sole trader or Limited company, rather

than a social enterprise or charity. It is possible to do good work in the world, make a difference and
profit. But take a look and decide what is right for you. 

Please do your research on your country’s expectations and rules. An accountant should also be able to
offer you advice.

• Self-Employed - You are a self-employed/sole trader if you are working for yourself. If you work for
yourself in the UK, you must register as Self-Employed with HMRC.

A Limited Company means the company becomes an entity of its own. 

Useful links: 
Registering a limited company in the UK? You can do it yourself here https://www.gov.uk/set-up-limited-

company

Registering as self-employed in the UK visit https://www.gov.uk/register-for-self- assessment/self-
employed

Find out more at https:// www.gov.uk/working-for-yourself
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How to meet the legal requirements of
structuring your business

All children and young people who participate in your workshops, clubs, classes, and activities should be
provided with a safe and positive experience. We all play a part in safeguarding their safety and

wellbeing. The following policies are required for you to be a compliant and robust leader. This is
necessary even as a sole trader, delivering your own classes. These policies should communicate how

you are keeping children safe and should be on hand for parents, venue suppliers, grant providers,
nurseries, schools, and local authorities to see. These files should not be in a folder somewhere never
touched; they should be something you are familiar with and update regularly. Safeguarding training is

also recommended to all DramEd licensees and is updated every 2-3 years.

Other certificates and policies you should have in place: 

A valid DBS – one that was carried out within the last 2-3 years. DramEd can provide you with a DBS.
Please note there is a fee.

• Valid Public Liability Insurance and other insurance to protect your assets and employees if necessary.
Some organisations that can provide this insurance are SimplyBusiness, Michael & Morton,

Insure4Sport, Equity.

• You should have Data Protection Policy in place, and, if necessary, you are registered with ICO
(Information Commissioner’s Office) https://ico.org.uk

• A licence to play music – you’ll need this if you are playing music to the public in various spaces,
including community halls, or if you are sourcing music from a particular company, you need to ensure

you have the appropriate licence – https:// pplprs.co.uk/

https://ico.org.uk/
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How to meet the legal requirements of
structuring your business

• Health and safety policy

• Clear terms and conditions

• Registered as self-employed and/or your company is registered at Companies House and declare all
information for tax purposes

• Child behaviour policy

• Risk assessment and emergency evacuation procedures

• A daily register to record the children in
your care

• Awareness of fire safety protocol

• Awareness of infection control and Covid-19 safety practice

• An accident form

• Photograph or no photograph policy

• A complaints procedure 
•Class register

• First aid training 

We do provide some templates for you to become familiar with and personalize.
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How to meet the legal requirements of
structuring your business

A guide to adult: child ratios in independent settings
The NSPCC states:

"There is no specific guidance about supervision ratios for organisations that are not in the education or early
years sectors. We’ve put together some best practice guidance to help other organisations work out how many

adults are needed to supervise children safely.

We recommend having at least two adults present when working with or supervising children and young
people. We recommend the following adult to child ratios as the minimum numbers to help keep children safe:

• 0 - 2 years - one adult to three children

• 2 - 3 years - one adult to four children

• 4 - 8 years - one adult to six children

• 9 - 12 years - one adult to eight children

• 13 - 18 years - one adult to ten children

Depending on the needs and abilities of the children, and the nature of the activity, you may need to have
more adults than the minimum.

We recommend having at least two adults present, even with smaller groups. If young people are helping to
supervise younger children, only people aged 18 or over should be included as adults when calculating adult

to child ratios.
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Becoming clear on your customers
problems so you can help solve them

Questions: Where do you think your customers want and need help? and how can you help

your customer solve a problem for good value?

- Some schools or nurseries like a provision that offers their children a competitive advantage. Enriching

programmes within schools are favourable amongst parents, but they also support learning and

development. 

- Drama based classes help children with social skills and are a great space and activity for children to

build relationships. 

- Many children spend too much time spent on digital devices which gets in the way of children learning

to explore and even develop gross and fine motor skills. DramEd classes help develop spatial

awareness, gross motor skills, fine motor skills, and proprioceptor development.

- The learning gap is a gap between where children are in their education and where they should be.

Vulnerable learners and learners from low-socioeconomic backgrounds are most affected by learning

gaps and if not addressed this gap becomes greater, decreasing their opportunities and quality of life as

an adult, this impacts the whole of society. Intervention and alternative approaches to teaching certain

subjects help children with these learning gaps. 

- Increasing evidence shows that the early years really matter in child development by increasing the

quality of children's education from the start we are increasing their life chances. 
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Benefits of Drama for Children
The Benefits of Drama for children

Faustworld.com summarises:  

"1. Drama builds confidence

Drama and theatre is a unique form of creative expression, and it takes a lot of courage to stand on a stage

and speak in front of an audience. Our drama workshops encourage all children to express their creative ideas

in an interactive, nurturing setting. Even the shyest of children will be able to build up their self-esteem through

drama.

When a child is given space to be creative and their imaginations supported, this helps to builds their

confidence and their self-esteem levels. This confidence gained from learning drama will be very applicable in

school, careers and in life!

2. Drama develops creativity

In our drama workshops, we explore new worlds, become people from different times and places and learn

about different perspectives and ways of thinking. Exploring these things can give us the skills needed to be

creative and imaginative. In an ever-changing world, having a creative and imaginative approach is so

important for thinking ‘outside the box’ and coming up with new and interesting ideas and solutions. Our

improvisational activities and games encourage children to come up with ideas and respond imaginatively to

a range of scenarios.

3. Drama improves verbal and non-verbal communication skills

Learning to act and drama skills can help children develop their speech, communication and presentation

skills, which are vital skills for anyone! In our drama workshops, we include activities where children take on

different personas – this gives children the environment to develop their vocabulary, vocal projection,

articulation and expression. Drama can develop children into becoming better communicators, and

storytellers!

https://faustworld.com/
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4. Drama develops empathy

Drama requires members to play different characters. A good understanding of characters, roles and subtext

of plays will allow members to relate better to different situations, contexts and even cultures. As a result,

members are encouraged to develop empathy – the ability to view the world from another person's perspective

without judgement. This in turn will build our members’ emotional intelligence through the use of imagination.

5. Drama develops concentration

Drama develops members' ability to be able to focus on the mind, the body, and the voice. Many of our

drama activities and games during our workshops are designed to develop concentration. Even rehearsing

and performing lines or movements will require concentration and improved memory, which requires plenty of

exercises, just like a muscle.

6. Drama encourages teamwork and collaboration

Teamwork is undoubtedly an essential element of drama - without it, no theatre plays and performances can

be performed. Our drama workshops are a strong platform to foster and develop teamwork in our members.

7. Drama workshops develop new friendships

There is nothing that bonds a group of people quicker than making a piece of theatre together. This is because

drama is fun, and we bond through laughter and enjoyment. Drama requires children to openly express

themselves throughout the activities, which helps members become friends by supporting each other."

https://www.faustworld.com/the-benefits-of-drama-for-children.asp
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DramEd Licensing to run your own DramEd business
with our support

The 'Performers who Pivot' Podcast 
'Performers who Teach - Jobs' Facebook group

Written by Grace Francis, founder of DramEd Ltd.
 

You may also be interested in: 

 
 


